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Abstract

The embryo sac befわre a pollen tube reaches, and the embryo sac after a pollen

tube reaches were observed in Tr/'cyrtt'sht'rta of liliaceaous plant･ Before the

pollen tube reaches the embryo sac, two po一ar nuclei inside the central cell fuse,

a也d become one large diploid nucleus･ Moreover, an egg --ucleus a--d the diploid

nucleus have a globular form, and a nulear envelope ofthenHPreads conlPletely･

But, looseness like a wave occurs in the nulear envelope of the egg nucleus and

the diploid nucleus, when the pollen tube reached the embryo sac and a sperm

nucleus was included in the egg cel一 and the central cell･ The sperm"ucleus

immediately a鮎r it wet-t i--to the egg cell al-d the central cell is thought to have

an ellipsoid･ As the sperm nucleus approaches the egg nucleus and the diploid

nucleus, the side of the sperm nucleus which faces the egg nucleus and the

diploid nucleus decreases in the degree of curvlng, and the shape of the sperm

nucleus warps･ The nulear envelope of the egg nucleus to face the spew nucleus

changes to go side by side with the □ulear envelope which wa仲ed in the spem

nucleus in accordance with the defわrmation on the side of the sperm nucleus･

The nulear envelope of the sperm nucleus, the egg nucleus and
･the

diploid

lluCleus of the celltral ce一l maintains a doub一e menlbralle StmCture While the

spem nucleus is not contact with to the egg nucleus and the diploid 1-uCleus of

the central cell.

An embryo sac Just before the fertilization was observed by uslng the electron microscope in Trt'cyrt/'s

ht'rta of Liliaceae. Researches of the fertilization of Angiosperm are reported up to today･ But, sutrlCient

infbrmations haven't been collected yet.

The embryo sac in some speceis of Trt'cyrtis was researched by Ogura (1964 and 1966) by using the

optlCalmicroscope･ According to him, this embryo sac is formed in accordance with monosporeic 8-nucleate

po!ygonum type. Ando and Sato (1991) researched thernegasporogenesis in T ht'rta by using the electron
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microscope. T hirta has many ovules in one ovary･ These ovules face the same direction, and they arrange

regtilarly･ The samples to observeぬe embryo sac embedded in the ovttle with art e一ectron microscope are

easy to make for these reasons.

Material and Method

Many young newer buds were collected &om individuals of Tricyrtis !1irta grown on the campus of the

yokohama National University extending from September to October in 2001 and 20021 The clusters of

several ovules were excised fTrom an ovary of buds collected. They were fTIXed in I.5% glutaraldehyde

buffTered with OyI M phosphate buirer and post一石xed with l% osmium tetroxide in O･1 M phosphate buffTer･

llleSe fixed materials were dehydrated in a graded ethanol series and embedded in low viscosity epoxy

resin (Spurr 1969)▲ Thin sectiorlS Were Stained with 2% tlranyl acetate and lead citrate･ the stained sections

examined under the JEM-I 00CX transmission electron microscope.

Observation

i. The embryo sac waiting for the pollen tube

(I)Sy11el◆gid

The nucleus ofthc synergid (Fig.桝s located at about the center of the cell･ This nucleus almpst has a

globしIlar ftoml, and there is a large nucleolus at the center of

the nuclcus.ト1alfon the chala7a Side is occupied with a large

vacuole, and a cytor)王asm hardly exists. On the oぬer h之Ind, a

cytoplasm exists abundantly ln half on the micropylc side or

漁e synergid. A mitocho11drio11, a Plastid, a Golgi I)odyちa rER,

a vesicle, and so on can be observed in the cytoplasm. The

plastid is larger than the mitochondrion･ The plastid has

v乙1rious fTorms though the mitochondrion is the ellipsoid

which is close to the globular fわrm. The granule of starch is

contained in many plastids. 1t seems that the Golgi body is

the annual rlng Which consists of5
- 6 layers in the sample of

the lT血roscope. Many Goigi vesicles exist at the central part

of the body. A g一obular vesicle is the size of severa‖1urldred

nm in the dia.111eter,arid the vesicle is surrounded by a s111gie

membrane. The inside of this vesicle is dotted with the part

which has high e一ectron density and which looks black･ The

vesicle exists in the synergid before the fertilization very

especially rmlCh･ These vesic一es will be probably concerned

with the formation of the fTlliform apparatus.

Fig. 1. The organized synergids (Sy)
before the sperm nucleus enters it･

FJC: egg cell, CC: central c乱

The flliform apparatus is made on the cell wall which surrounds half on themicropyle side in the

synergid, But, a fili氏)rm apparatus isn't made in half on the chalaza sides of the synel.Sid- The plasmodesma to

make contact with the egg cell, and the plasmodesma to make contact with the central cell exist in the cell

wall of the synergid where the i;】iform apparattlS doesn事t develop･ A di免rence conceming the cyto一ogy which

itshould make special mention ofwasn-t seen between two symergids justbefore the f～ertilization･

(2ラEggcell

The nuc一eus in an egg cell (Fig. 2) is the g一obular.form which has the diameter of about 12/jPI The
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nuclear outline is smooth, and it spreads, and not still uneven･ A large nucleolus exists at the center of this

nucleus. The nucleoplasm which has low electron denslty and which it seems to be light gray surrounds the

nucleolus. A few cytoplasms are only distributed around the nucleus except for the cytoplasm which exists a

-ittle along the ce一l wa11･ The various kinds of organelle exist in the egg cell as well･ But, there are a few

organelles in number･ The plastid which contains starch

granule, that is, an amyloplast is outstanding existence in

thelTl. The wall of egg cell of this time is completed only

around the end on themicropyle side, and the cell wall is very

immature in other parts･ The egg cell grows in the direction of

the chalaza longer than two synergids･

(3) Central cell

Two polar nuclei in the inside of the central cell fuse near

the egg cell in the early time rather than a pollen tube reaches

an embryo sac･ Though the diploid nucleus that two polar

nucleifused almost has a globular form, the nuclear envelope

isnTt smooth, and it is undulatlng like a wave. This nucleus is

about 30/i m in the diarneter･ The large nucleolus occupleS the

center of this nucleus･ The part of the high e一ectron density

surrounds the part of the 一ow electron density iれthis nucleolus･
Fig･ 2･ The egg cell (EC) with its

The va,i.us kinds ｡f.rganelle exist in the central cell･ A 喜岩≡王冒tds…nutci,esu;t?efso;HhyenesrpgeirdT
mitochondrion and a plastid exist especially abundantly even in CC: central cell-

them. Unlike the plastid in the egg cel一,the plastid doesn-t contain a starch granule･

2. The synergid that a pollen tube entered

The style of pisti一beglnS tO Curve When 2-3 days pass after nowermg･ It continues to curve more for

several days after beglnnlng Of the curvature. When the style began to curve, a pollen tube didn't reach the

inside of the ovary yet･ The pollen tube reached the ovule when 4-5 days passed after flowering and the style

curved more strongly.

%,

Fig. 3. The spem nuc一eus (SN) which approaches the diploid nucleus (FPN) of the

central cell (CC), and the sperm nucleus included into the egg ce一l (EC)･

DSy: degelユerated synergid･
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A鮎r the tip of the pollen tube passed through the micropyle, the tip reaches one of two synergids･ Only

this tip lS COn血cted into that synergid･
This tip of the p舶n tube breaks, and the Contents of the pollen tube

are released in the synergid･ The cytoplasm of the synergid which accepted the contents of the pollen tube

l･t､い川tllLt山L･tr川1山Il､itト

Two X-bodies which orighated in the nucleus of the synergid and the vegetative nucleus in the pol一en

I"h=..ll hut
Oh､い･､LtLl ln th")t=I-liI<='≠llLlrLtも､l､･L･l-- tl川叫･

I-i-･.-べ州･ A rihい､--Lt ""l I-i,いt-ヾJ-､､し･llJLli,小

But, the cisternae ofthe規decrease in the e一ectron density'and it seems that the ftまrlCtionof the ER is all丑OSt

lい→1I nrL汀一川-illLtl).､､し･川=IJn･t tltl>Llr､- ＼llL･tl-1"Il川･.いl-LIT.--i n"Ll州→ ill tll･Lt=-ILtい川-し､ ヾ-一叩I lt-=､

Itl＼ハ叫.山い=

3. The egg cel壬that a sperm nucleus entered

A sperm nucleus co･ntained in each of the egg ce一land the central ceH in the h-side of the same embryo

･LIL. t､
､h-n ‖川-Lt l1叩rLt.Hhし､ Ltざl-･山1 hこ卜tt-==--t-I-しゞし1l､げLtLI

… th-州､､1ltL Ih--r!L!iLl "･llLし･ll

adjoined
an egg cell and which is degenerating can be observed in this figure. This synergid has high electron

tilt:.･→1tトInL11hi､
l→ I-ト､し､r､亡【Ii--1-I;lしL･

F･ig. 4. The sperm nucleus (SN) in the egg cell (EC), which approaches the egg

lluし･1Jしl､･ll ＼) [lヽ､二l-Ltr-1IllLご＼)Tlし･r.L'ILI

Another egg cert which is di触･ent鮎m the egg cell shown in Fig･3 is shown in the iTlgure 4書The figure

4 shows the egg ce" which a呈arge nucleus and a small nucleus exist in･ The iarge nuc王eus aまmost has a

globular form, and this nuclear diameter is )0-12/i m･ There is a large nucleolus whose electron denslty lS

high a純e center of this nucleolus- Fu-mlOreサぬe struぬre which has high elec触n density and which王ooks

black can.t be found in the nucleoplasrn except fわrthe nucleolus･ This nucleus ism-t thought to be structurally

Ll仙IILtH!什川= 1hLt=llし･ZL"iI→い川-し･亡i!l-,し･州＼､l-iL.t=lLILt<ll-1山･叩t.川山山→こ=tl､＼hlLll"il､こIl-11､-州==一山ヽt-･

this nucleus can be judged the nucleus of the egg cell justbefore the fertilization･ But, this nuclear enve一ope
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undulates like a wave in the out一ine when it is compared with the nuclear envelope of the egg cell wbicb

doesn't contain a sperm nucleus. On the other hand, the small nucleus is an ellipsoid･ The long diameter of

this nucleus is 7/i mfrom 8/1 m, and a short diameter is about 5/i m. The chromatin which has high electron

denslty and which looks black is observed clearly･ So, itlSjudged that this sma一l nucleus is the sperm nucleus

sent in the egg cell. This sperm nucleus approaches an egg nucleus even in about 1
･5/i

m. The sperm nucleus

approaches an egg nucleus more･ A distance between the sperm nuc一eus and the egg nucleus shown in the

figure 5 is about 0.5LJ m a little.rrhe nuclear envelope which surrounds both nuclei aln10St goes Side by side,

and they are still maintaimng a double membrane structure together･ 1t seems that organelles inside the egg

ce一lwhere a sperm nucleus has already been accepted become richer than the cgg cell befわre accepting them･

The inside of the cytoplasm which surrounds the egg nucleus and the sperm nucleus is especially rich in a

rnitochondrion and a plastid which contains starch granule.

Fig, 5. Each nuclear envelope of the sperm nucleus (SN) and the egg nucleus (EN)

､】ust
befわre the connection.

4. The central cell which accepted a spem nucleus

A figure 6 is a photograph丘･om another sample that it was made血･om the same embryo sac shown in the

figure 3. A small nucleus approaches just the even neighborhood of the diploid nucleus of the central cell in

the figure 61 Though the diploid nucleus of the central cell is a globu一ar form rnostly, the nuclear outline isn●t

smootll, aTld it undulates like a wave greatly. The traces which a sperm nucleus or a spem cell passed through

weren.t observed in the cell wall of the central cell near the egg apparatus･ A small nucleus can be observed in

the position where about O･l /1 m left itfTrom this diploid nucleus･ This small nucleus has the long diameter of

about 6 /i m･ The chromatin which has high electron denslty and which looks black is observed in this nucleus･

This nucleus ISjudged
to be the saIⅥe aS the smal一 nucleus obseⅣed il-the egg cell丘.om these polntS･ In other

words, this small nucleus)s considered a sperm nucleus･ There is a difference in the degree of curvlng

between the side which faces the diploid nucleus of the cetral cell, and the side of the opposite side in this
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spenl=-uCleus･･ The degree ofcurvlng Ofthe side ofthe托)rmer is lower than the latter･ On the other hand, the

ntlClear envelope of the egg nucleus which faces a sperm nucleus changes to go side by side on its side of the

diploid nucleus of the cetral cell.

Fig. 6. The sperm nucleus (SN) which approaches tl-a diploid nucleus (FPN) of the

ccntral cell. CC: central cell, DSy: degenerated synergid, EC: egg celi･

Discussioll

Before a pollen tube reaches an embryo sac, it is said that one of two synergids begins to degenerate

し!cnsen 1965), But, such a phenomenon wa-sn't con触ned in TriLyriil{.hiria･ More precise research irl this

species is necessary in the future.

The traces which a sperm ce一lor a sperm nuc一eus passed through weren■t recognized in each cell wall of

the egg cell and the central cell which had accepted a sperm nucleus aireadg･ A proposal concerned with the

way that a sperm ce一lor a sperm nucleus enters in the egg cell and the central ce一lwas made by Went et al.

く1984).From our obsevation it may be able to guess that either of the following processes happens irlthe egg

cell and the central ce一l.

i. The sper171 Cell or a sperm nucleus el-terS in the egg cell and the central ceii before the cel一wall of these

cens is formed.

2. The wall is repaired at orlCe right a鮎r a sperm cell or a sperm nucleus passed through the cel一wall of

the egg cell and the central cell.

A sperm nucleus in the inside of the egg cell and the central cell was observed･ UnfTortunately, the fusion

of the sperm nucleus and the egg nucleus and the良ISion of the sperm nucleus and the dipJoid nucleus of the

celltral cell couldn-t be observed.

The haploid nucleus of the egg cell, the diploid nucleus of the central cell and the sperm nuclei which

entered in the egg cell and the central cell cells are in the following COndition･

i I
Obseryed sperm nuclei arerl事t surrourlded in the eytoplasm arld the cell wall･ They exist under the naked
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condition in the egg cell and the central cell･

2. Chromatill CaTl be observed clear一y though the nucleolus of the sperm nucleus isllttClear.

3. One large nucleolus always exists in the egg nucleus and the diploid nucleus of the central cell,

4. Each nulear envelope of the egg nucleus and the nucleus of the central cell which a sperm nucleus is

approaching undulates like a wave, and not smooth.

5. A sperm nucleus may have an ellipsoid or a globular fわrm right after the penetration into the egg cell or

the celltral cell. But, as approaching an egg nuc一eus or the diploid nucleus ofthc central cell, the sper111

11uCIeus changes a fbrm･ The degrees orcurvlng are lⅥade to decrease oⅢ the side of the spem cell which

fTaced an egg nucleus and the diploid nucleus of the central cel一.

6. Each nulear envelope in the egg nucleus and the diploid nucleus of the central ce一lchanges to go side by

sidewith the nulear envelope of the sperm nucleus that the degrees ofcurvlng decreased, too,

7. When a sperm nucleus doesn't touch perfTectly to the egg nucleus and the diploid nucleus of the central

cell yet, each nulear envelope which surrounds the sperm nucleus, the egg nucleus and the diploid

nucleus of the central ce一lrespectivelyrnaintains a double membrane strtlCture･

A conspicuous large nucleolus exists in the egg nucleus andthe diploid nucleus of the central cell. A

large nucleolus is made befTore the active composition of RNA (Scott 2001). Besides there are a fTew

cytoplasms in the egg cell, this cell has only the organelle ofa srnall quantity. The large nucleolus of the egg

nucleus is supposed to shoulder some important roles･ lt seems that the proposal made by Scott can be

accepted.

Just befわre the nulear envelope of these lluClei sticks, the double membrane structure of the nulear

envelopes in the nuclei whichwillfuse is being maintained. A change will happen in each nulear envelope

after the time when we observed it. The photograph of the fusion of two polar nuclei is adopted in the 'Atlas.

edited by Cresi et al.(1992).This photograph was taken by WilnlS. Furthermore, Went and Willems (1984) is

successful in taking a photograph that a spem nucleus and a diploid nucleus fuse in the central cell. The

phenomenon shown hl these photographs will progress at the time of the fertilization of Trt'cyrlis hirta as

well.

摘 要

ユリ科植物のホトトギスを材料として､花粉管が到達する前の旺嚢と到達後の肱裏を観察した｡

花粉管が到達する前に､中央細胞内の2個の極核は融合し､大きな1個の複相の核になる｡また､

卵核と複相核は球形をしており､核膜は張りきっている｡しかし､この両核は時間の経過と共に次

第に変化し､花粉管が助細胞に到達し､精核が卵細胞と中央細胞に入ったときには､卵核と複相核

の核膜は披を打ったようにたるみが出来る｡卵細胞と中央細胞に入った直後の精核は楕円体をして

いると思われる｡精核が卵核や複相核に近づくにつれて､卵核や複相核に面している精核の側面が

湾曲の程度を減少させ､精核の形がいびつになる｡精核の側面の変形に合わせて､精核に面してい

る卵核と複相核の核膜は精核の変形した核膜に並行するように変わる｡精核が卵核と中央細胞の複

相核に接着する直前まで､精核と卵核､複相核のそれぞれの核膜は2垂膜構造を維持している｡
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